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Abstract

In this article, an efficient clustering and classification model using memetic swarm

clustering and deep belief network calledMSC-DBNmodel, to derive a recommenda-

tion system for web-based learning. In the proposed method, the three main phases

are considered: (i) clustering, (ii) classification, and (iii) recommendation. In first phase,

MSC uses ant bee colony, Particle swarm optimization and k-MEANS clustering. In the

second phase, DBN is used for classification in the clustered based users. Clustered

based user’s has three categories of learners. Finally, MSC-DBN system is automat-

ically recommends the learning materials to the learners based on the complexity

level of the material and learner’s capability. A detailed experimental analysis is con-

ducted to ensure the effective recommendation performance. The proposed method

is activated in Java. The proposed method attains higher precision 93.26%, 96.12%,

and 91.11%, higher recall 89.56%, 92.36%, and 95.66% and higher F-score 93.12%,

97.14%, and 92.11% compared with the existing approaches, like generalized sequen-

tial pattern (GSP) model with context aware (CA)-collaborative filtering (CF) called

(GSP-CA-CF), context aware (CA)-collaborative filtering (CF) called (CF-CA), and gen-

eralized sequential pattern (GSP). Finally, the simulation outcomes demonstrate that

the proposed method can be able to find the optimal solutions efficiently and accu-

rately.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The evolution of Web 2.0 has created several platforms for learning education through online services or internet. This Web 2.0 comprises

with collaborative tagging, which is a mandatory tool used for classifying dynamic context.1 In recent times, recommendation system (RS) and

collaborative tagging models should be combined to make e-learning an efficient system. The purpose of collaborative tagging process is to

create a group of tags is termed as folksonomies that is applicable to define available resources.2 The relevance feature is defined by folk-

sonomies that is capable of adding semantics to the resources with the help of social tagging function. The folksonomies allows only semantics

in the absence of single automatic keyword generator.3–7 This tagging process enables the customer to apply own words in a major domain

of education.

The e-learning platform makes user convenient tags, which are formed by various approaches and the tagging function helps to under-

stand the concept by learners through their own style of learning process.8 Hence, the improvement could be indicated by analyzing tags,
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computing user requirement, involvement in studying new concepts and provide the essential resource of users accordingly.9 In general, the

personalized learning technique offers effective training material to fast learner.10 The anticipating merits of tag-based recommendation with

e-learning systems are proposed in various research works with the standard capability of enhancing metadata descriptions.11 An important

merit is increased identification of data mining educational resources. These recommendations offer the local learning platform for learners

as well as correlate it to learn with applicable tools.12 In Reference 13, various recommended patterns have been determined and provides

a feasible procedure to generate the educational materials. Hence, many researchers have examined the probability of applying tagging func-

tion with education system which leads to encourage learning process. The advantages of tagging in educational resources are projected in

Reference 14.

Themotivation of this article is a novel clustering based classificationmodel for developing a recommendation system for web based learning.

In this method high-dimensional, nonlinear with large constrains are to be satisfied. The proposed model involves three main processes namely

clustering, classification, and recommendation. Initially, memetic swarm clustering (MSC) technique is presented to categorize the users based on

their interests. After that, deepbelief network (DBN) is applied for classifying the clusteredusers basedon the learner’s level into slow,medium, and

fast learners. Then, theMSC-DBNmodel enables automatic recommendation of the studymaterials to the learners depending upon the complexity

level of thematerial as well as the learner’s ability.

Themain contributions of this article are summarized below:

• In this article, memetic swarm clustering with deep belief network model is proposed for e-learning recommendation system to enhance the

learning performance.

• The main result is the MSC-DBN (memetic swarm clustering–deep belief network) recommendation model for web-based learning. It is

composed of three phases: clustering, classification, and recommendation.

• The first phaseMSC is composed of ABC and PSO and k-MEANS.

• In the second phase DBN is used for classification the clustered based users into three categories of learners: slow, medium, and fast.

As far as the particular user has been classified the relevant documents have been retrieved upon the tagging of keywords provided by the

learner. This is a clue of the third phase of the strategy. The remaining sections are organized as follows. Section2discusses the recentworks related

to theMSC-DBNmodel. Section 3 illustrates about the proposedwork Section 4 demonstrates the experimental outcomes. Section 5 presents the

conclusion of this article.

2 RELATED WORKS

The enormous development of internet find useful in several resources, like e-commerce, e-business, e-retail, e-learning. Here, e-learning plays a

valid role inmaking the education system to bemore efficient for remote and local learners. It is primarily aimed at improving the recommendation

system for reporting problems inmaking different recommendations to a learner.

The authors15 have developed an effective approach of feature selection (FS), which is applied in two various models based on ABC with PSO

andGA namely ABC-PSO andABC-GAmodels. To attain an appropriate balance among exploitation and exploration, a new enhancement has been

combined with ABC technique. It is mainly used in the application of classifying various dataset of lung cancer, hepatitis, colon, and many other

issues. Thus, the simulation outcome considered that the mutation operator is considered to be efficient in terms of accuracy. An effective method

is introduced for searching and organizing the available resources fromWeb2.0which is termed as tag clustering. Using thismodel, effective social

tagging operation could be accomplished.

In Reference 16, a novel population-basedmetaheuristic technique has been initiated named as elitist based teaching learning based optimiza-

tion (ETLBO) for clustering process. The ETLBOalgorithm is integrated toK-means algorithmnamed as ETLBO-K-means technique to attain better

clustering centres along with efficient fitness value. The performance of presented model is compared with diverse methods on realistic dataset

and synthetic dataset in a standard way. Along with it, a simulation is induced to show the efficiency of the projected framework. A dynamic clus-

tering (DC) scheme based on PSO as well as immune genetic (IG) algorithm named as (DCPIG) technique is deployed. This is capable of clustering

the data into appropriate clusters in terms of data feature with the application of gathered clusters. The DCPIG model is compared with other

DC algorithms with the help of vowel, glass, iris, and wine benchmark database. Therefore, the simulation outcome of this experiment revealed

that DCPIG has the ability of attaining optimal accuracy as well as steadiness of alternate techniques. It is also applicable for real-world issues

which consider the users of cyber-flower shop. Consequently, it recommends different products and services for clients on the basis of resultant

outcome.

In Reference 17, a smart system has been introduced with density-based clustering technique and GA to recommend point-of-interests

(POIs) solution on a tourism organization. The density-base clustering helps to find the participants of POI. Then, a Skyline model is emerged to
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declare the head POI among the candidate POIs with the application of various parameters. Hence, GA is optimized with few more recommen-

dation solutions. It is applied for deriving information from Google map which proves that the proposed model is effective over the compared

methods.

Several clustering techniques have been applied for conventional purposes of clustering with the assistance of bio-inspired techniques

and it leads to explore optimal recommendations of the system. A new clustering ensemble bio-inspired technique is established18 that con-

tain swarm intelligence and fuzzy based clustering techniques. These recommendations could be estimated on the basis of real-world datasets

which are higher in number using Yelp and Trip Advisor for accurate recommendation as well as stability with respective metrics of standard

calculation. This technique reveals that the identical and dissimilar features from user preferences as well as context of learning resources

are applied for personalized recommendation. Initially, the user profile undergoes mining and then applied for learning processes. According

to the user information, Content based and collaborative filtering technique are applied for recommending the relevant documents for active

learners.

A collaborative learning optimizationmethod19 presented for adapting the optimization strategy by ACO on a pedagogical graph. The aimwas

todevelop a solution to enhance theonline collaboration via automatic constructionof homogeneous communities and regular guidancedepending

on optimal path recommendation.

A collaborative optimization approach combining ant colony optimization and a genetic algorithmwas presented by Vanitha et al.20 to provide

learnerswith personalized learning path. Thepresented approachutilizes the uniquenature of ant colonyoptimization andexploration characteris-

tics of the genetic algorithm to create the optimal solution. Performancewas examined by qualitative and quantitative experiments. The outcomes

show that the presented approach gives better solution than other approaches.

Theauthors21 presentedagenericmethod todetect learning styles automatically asper specified learning stylesmodes. Thepresentedmethod

could not based upon particular LSM. The two stepswere used. (i), with the help of web usagemining strategies, learning sequences extracted from

learners log files, (ii) according to a specific learning style model, the extracted learners’ sequences were classified with the help of clustering algo-

rithms. Themethoduses felder-silvermanmodel as LSMand fuzzyC-means for clustering. Several experimental studywas conducted by real-world

dataset. The outcomes display that the presentedmethod outperforms other methods.

2.1 Learning objects

Theconcept of learningobject (LO) is defined indifferentways.A learningobject is anyentity, digital or nondigital that is used for learning, education

or training.22 Additional definitions for LOs refer to resources capableof supporting learning ingeneral orby introducing certain constraints, namely,

independence, self-containment, aggregability, granularity, reusability, customizability.23

2.1.1 Learning object repositories (LORs)

LORs are packages of digital resources created for the purpose of sharing for educational purposes. Not all sources follow the LO definition pre-

viously issued. It represents any resource from LOR as a LO for the sake of simplicity. LOs are represented by standard metadata, and LORs utilize

suchmetadata to allow listing and searching.24

2.2 LOrecommendations

Recommender systemsoperating in LORs are generally classified as per the principles of similarity.25 Content based schemes scale similarity among

the LOs, to provide the user with a selection of LOs associated with the user query or to the user’s previous choices. Systems using collaborative

filtering work on the idea of determining the usefulness of a resource for user depending on the similarity of the user’s decisions with other users’

decisions.26

2.2.1 TheMoodle Rec approach

This is suitable to start with a brief outline of Moodle Rec’s key features. With Moodle, the recommendation engine retrieves LOs from LORs, and

integrates them in a list of recommendations ranking. The collaborative filtering approach is depending on teachermodel, it is defined as the history

of the LOs selected and utilized by the teacher in her/his courses.
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3 THE PROPOSED MSC-DBNMODEL

The proposed MSC-DBN recommendation model for web based learning involves three main stages namely clustering, classification, and recom-

mendation. At the first stage, aMSC is developedby the incorporation ofABCwithPSOandK-means clustering technique. In the next stage,DBN is

applied for classifying the clustered users based on the learner’s level into slow,medium, and fast learners. Finally, in the third stage, the recommen-

dation process takes place which involves different sub processes. Once the users are categorized based on the interests, the relevant documents

were retrieved depending upon the tagging of keywords provided by the learner. Cluster analysis relates to a set of techniques that integrate sub-

jects in the form of data points according to the similarity or proximity of a given parameter interval by the amount of data extracted from the input

variables.

At the same time, cosine similaritymetric is applied for determining the documents relevancies.When the complexity level of those documents

is determined, then the proposed model can recommend the study materials to the users with respect to their learner’s level. Figure 1 shows the

overall process of proposedmethod.

3.1 Memetic swarm clustering (MSC) technique

The proposedMSCalgorithm incorporates theABCwith PSOalgorithmswithK-means clustering technique. Initially, the PSOalgorithm is inspired

by the natural behavior of bird flocking mechanism. It provides several benefits like maximum convergence rate with lower computational cost.

Hence, it is applicable only for few variables which are effective in nature. PSO is capable of performing better global optimization along with less

operatingduration thanGAmodel.However, amajor drawback in applyingPSOalgorithm is it falls inside the lineof local optimum,whichmakes it an

inefficient approach.27 A supervised K-means method is the integration of PSO and conventional K-means algorithm. The fitness value of a cluster

is attained by executing K-means technique with respect to Euclidean measure. It includes a collection of data records which is applied for specific

class label that depends upon the distance estimation.When PSO algorithm is employed for the placement of particle, it would be segregated from

the middle position. On the other hand, ABC algorithm was presented in the year of 2005 in Turkey. It employs every artificial bee for the purpose

of identifying optimal sources of nectar. At the point of ABC algorithm, every solutionwould be reflected to other independent artificial bees. Here,

all numerical values for a target function are similar to the source of the nectar. Data exchanging operation in artificial bees plays a vital role in the

form of waggle dance.

m(x|𝜃) = k∑
k=1

𝛼km(x|𝜃k), (1)

here m(x|𝜃) implies memetic swarm clustering x is an N dimensional data vector and ak is the weight of each component. Then the Gaussian

distribution is given as,

F I GURE 1 Overall process ofMSC-DBNmethod
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where 𝜇k is the covariance matrix with each component denoted by the parameters, k P composed of the mean vector, Thus, a MSC is completely

specified by the set of parameters Y = {a1, a2, … , aK , u1, u2, … , uKg}.

The advantage of thismethod is that it is useful to detect subgroupswhen the group labels are not known; simple and fast. Inwhich, the feature

is extracted by the Finds subgroups in a way that is not supervisedwithin the input feature space.

Few merits in ABC are robust global searching capability and faster convergence rate. But, it suffers from the limitation of trapping into local

minima and reduced speed. In this article, the merits of PSO and ABC algorithm are incorporated together to develop an efficient MSC technique.

Figure 2 shows the processes involved inMSC technique. Here, in ABC, there are three types of bees in colony. First the employed bees, it is related

to the particular type of food source. The second is onlooker bees, they are seeing the activity of employed bees. Third and last is scout bees, there

work is to find the new food source for the colony. There is another word for onlookers and employed bees which are unemployed bees.

The optimal path is selected as gbest in PSOwhereas onlooker bee and corresponding neighbor is considered for ABC. In order to accomplish

the best one, fitness values of gbest is determined along with optimized solution of ABC. The best solution is attained by computing the fitness

values. Therefore, the projected ABC contains the association of both techniques which is evolved for alternate variables that is termed as “the

best”. Therefore, variables are employed for further enhancementwhich leads to exploitation in terms of discrete application of global information

as well as to increase the potential of PSOwhile degrading local minima. The outcome of the clustering technique is applied for characterizing the

users in terms of their interests.

F I GURE 2 Flowchart ofMSC technique
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3.2 DBN-based classification

The outcome of theMSC technique is provided as input to the DBN classifier, which is a deep learning (DL) basedmodel developed from restricted

Boltzmann’s machine (RBM) technique. The neighboring layers are combined as pair in RBM. It has a two layered neural network (NN). Here, the

nodes present in the similar layer are not linked with one another when it is fully linked with alternate layers. These input layers finds helpful

in training the weights among the layers. The advantage of this method is flexible design with the help of applications; it can learn the optimum

features directly from the imageries. The output layer is applied for constructing the next input of RBM. The architecture of DBN is shown in

Figure 3.

3.2.1 Restricted Boltzmannmachine

Since 1986, Boltzmann machine (BM) has been developed on the basis of random neural networks (RNN). Thus, the simulation outcome of RNN

consists of two probability-determined stages namely active and inactive states denoted by 0 and 1. BM contains unsupervised learning potential

for training difficult data structures. These operations consumemore amount of time to attain the efficient process. Under the application of RBM,

several demerits could be resolved. As depicted in Figure 3, RBM is declared as undirected graphmethod that has visible layer, hidden layer, as well

as connection weights among other layers. The advantages of this method are to discover the subgroups when the groups labels are unknown a

priori; simple and fast.

Let, Xi implies input tuple with p features (xi1,xi2,… , xip). Let, n indicates total number of input tuples (i= 1, 2, … ,n) Let p indicates total number

of features (j= 1, 2,… , p). The Euclidean distance between Tuple Xi and Xt (t= 1,2, … , n) is,

d (Xi,Xt) =
√
(Xi1 − Xt1)2 + (Xi1 − Xi2)2 + .. … +

(
Xip − Xtp

)2
. (3)

Generally, the Euclidean distance between X1 = (x11, x12, … ,x1n) and X2= (x21, x22, … , x2n) Tuples are,

dista (X1,X2) =

√√√√ n∑
1=1

(Xi1 − X2i)2. (4)

3.2.2 Training RBM

Here, n as number of visual units, m is the number of hidden components in RBM. Here, visual units are assumed to be an input for RBM that is

denoted by a vector v whereas the hidden elements are declared as output unit which is indicated by vector h . From the given vectors (v, h), an
energy function is taken fromReference 28 is described by the following:

E (v, h) = −
n∑
i=1

aivi −
m∑
j=1

bjhj −
n∑
i=1

m∑
j=1

viWijhj, (5)

F I GURE 3 DBNmodel
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where vi and hj denotes the text feature states from visible unit i and hidden unit j, ai,bj implies the bias state andWij denotes theweight. In order to

fix the given training data, RBM should optimize E and vi and ai are the state and bias of visible unit i, j, and bj are that of hidden unit j, andWi, is the

correspondingweight between them. Hence, DBN is comprisedwithmultiple RBMunits aswell as outcome of aRBM is induced as inputs for visual

units of subsequent RBM.While the features are extracted from data, then output produced is an activating function and reformed value of input

layer is used for reconstruction of RBM. These operations are carried out under the application of sigmoid notation.

𝛿(x) = 1
1 + e−x

. (6)

Several applications have been used to attain the connection weights and contrastive divergence (CD) learning. Some of the advanced models for

this variable is taken fromReference 23 are given below:

ΔWij = 𝜀
(⟨vihi⟩data − ⟨

vjhj
⟩
recon

)
, (7)

Δai = 𝜀
(⟨vi⟩data − ⟨

vj
⟩
recon

)
, (8)

Δbj = 𝜀
(⟨hi⟩data − ⟨

hj
⟩
recon

)
, (9)

where 𝜀 denotes learning rate, ΔWij represent the upgrading value of weight, Δai and Δbj implies the update biases values, ⟨Vi⟩data indicates the
values of visible units imultiply by hidden units j prior to reconstruction, ⟨hj⟩recon indicates the values after that reveals the reconstructed mode

distribution.Where ⟨hi⟩data, vi, and ai are the state and bias of visible unit ⟨vihi⟩data − ⟨
vjhj

⟩
recon

i, hj, and bj are that of hidden unit j,
⟨
hj
⟩
recon , andWi,j

is the corresponding weight between them. In order to attain greater efficiency, a CD-1 learning procedure is introduced and it is determined in a

single computation. The above estimation is illustrated in Figure 4.

Due to an optimal performance of feature learning, DBN is integrated with SVM to obtain the accuracy in classification process. It has various

methods that functions independently to create global optimized parameters aswell as fine-tuning of entire system. Therefore, accuracy of classifi-

cation in “hard-hybrid” techniques are based onDBN results, specifically for high quality information; but, classification error could not be induced

again toDBNmethod. Alternatively, there is a rare occurrence ofmerits inDBN from training data that is often amaximumvalue. In case of applying

a part of labeled information for fine-tuning of learning process fromDBN-based classification technique which tends to enhance feature learning

as well as classification outcome.

3.3 Automated recommendation system

Once the learner levels are classified into fast, medium, and slow learners, the recommendation process gets invoked. It comprises of two levels. At

the first level, the relevance of the documents is retrieved based on the auto tagging of keywords provided by the learner. Here, cosine similarity

measure is utilized to scale the relevance of the documents. Next, the technical and language related complexity level of the relevance documents

can be computed based on Flesch reading case, automated readability index, smog and so. Subsequently, the learning materials are automatically

suggested to the learner in an effective way.

The slow, medium, and fast learning equation is given as,

The advantages of thismethod is easy and understandable, also it does not require empirical parameter tuning nor input feature normalization

Lsmf =
∑

i

(
rai − r−a

) (
rbi − r−

b

)
√∑

i

(
rai − r−a

) (
rbi − r−

b

) , (10)

where ai and bi represents the two learners in the and the correlation co efficient of the slow, medium, fast learners between a and ab and the

learner’s correlation co efficient is represented as r .

F I GURE 4 CD-1 processes
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3.3.1 Retrieval of relevant documents

Someof thekeywordssuchasmethodname, subjectname,heading,andtypesofcomplexdocumentsareusedfor retrieving therequireddocuments.

It is provided as input data to search engine namely Google, Bing, and so on, whereas Jaunt API is applicable for obtaining related websites and

links from Google drive. Once the links are extracted, documents would be downloaded for identifying the association among learning materials.

Every document is declared as input for cosine similarity evaluation. The purpose of this calculation is to form a vector which implies a document

in terms of n dimensional space. The ranking of relevance could be computed by estimating angle between vectors. If angle value is smaller, then

similarity values between two documents are higher. These identical values are recorded in a similarity database. In order to identify the relevancy

in document, “Cosine Similarity measure” is introduced and is defined as follows:

Cosine Similarity = cos(𝜃) = A.B||A||||B|| =
∑n

i=1AiBi√∑n
i=1A

2
i

√∑n
i=1B

2
i

. (11)

Based on the computation of Tf-Idf, cosine similarity functions would be obtainedwith complete or partial relevance respectively.

3.3.2 Determining complexity level of documents

Identification of similarity in every document could be offered by cosine similarity. In order to find the complexity in a specific document, few facts

should be applied as shown in Figure 5. Some of these factors are publishing, technical, and language, measurement of vocabularies, hard phrases,

poly syllables, number of words and character counts are taken into account which determines the relevance in document.29

According to the efficiency of learner (fast, medium, lower, complexity level), the proposed method generates automatic suggestion of related

materials, which is easier to the learner for better understanding of concern subject. The advantages of this method can deal different types of

nonlinear class separations, and does not involve huge training samples.

4 PERFORMANCE VALIDATION

4.1 Implementation setup

A detailed simulation analysis is performed to validate the MSC-DBN approach. The proposed intelligent recommender is simulated in cer-

tain educational data sets from 1000 learners. The learners are separated as two clusters: (i) simulation cluster (ii) no-recommender cluster. At

F I GURE 5 Attributes to identify the complexity in document
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no-recommender cluster, the learners does not guide via the recommender to access the learning resources. At simulation cluster, the learners

required to go through the proposedmodel. The simulation cluster has 900 learners, but the no-recommender cluster has 100 learners. The simu-

lation and no-recommender clusters’ data fulfilled the familiarity condition utilized to check whether any extra equalization of groups is required.

The experimental goal is to cluster the simulation cluster learners into subclusters depending on learning styles and learner characteristics. Sixteen

clusters are structured in terms of various learning styles with characteristics. The recommender system has the ability to recommend learning

resources to the learners bymatching their choices and contextual information. The initial contextual information (knowledge level) is gathered at

the time of learner registration and gets updated regularly. Based on the details available related to the learner, classification process takes place to

categorize the learner’s level and relatively better recommendation takes place using the proposedmethod.

The parameters forDBNmodel is kept as follows: number of hidden layers: 2, the number of hidden nodes in every layer: (400, 350), batch size:

30, learning rate of RBM: 0.01, epoch size: 20 and sigmoid activation function. The evaluation parameters used to examine the experimental results

are precision, recall, and F1-score.

Precision = Recommended learning resources∕Total learning resources

= TP
TP + FP

, (12)

Recall = Correctly Recommended learning resources∕Relevant learning resources

= TP
TP + FN

, (13)

F − Score = (2 × Precision × Recall)∕Precision + Recall. (14)

4.1.1 Parameters tuning

Parameters of e-learning recommendation system to improve learning performance set the results diagram utilizingMATLAB 2018. To every com-

parisons, the population size is set to N = 50 individuals, while the maximal count of iteration is set to T = 1000. The parameter setting for every

comparedmodel is given below:

1. Particle swarm optimization-DNN: Inertia weight minimizes linearly from 0.89 to 0.42 (default) C1 (individual-best acceleration factor) maxi-

mizes linearly from 0.5 to 3 (default) C2 (global-best acceleration factor) minimizes linearly from 3 to 0.5 (default).

2. Artificial bee colony-DNN: The algorithm is activated by setting the parameter limit = numof ANT *dims, in which numof ANT = N (population

size), dims= n (dimensionality of the solution space).

3. K -means algorithm-DNN: Cluster number= 5,M1 andM2 = 0.1 and 0.2, β = 1, α = 1 and K = 1.

4.2 Results analysis of clustering process

A comparison of the proposedMSCwith content & collaborative filtering technique has been presented. Content-based filtering is an item-based

filtering system that recommends items to a given user depending on the correlation amid the content of these items and the user’s preferences.

Recommended items are deemed as similarly viewed and desired by the same user in the past.

Therefore, there is no feedbackabout the communityof users, only auserprofile is deemedwhenmaking recommendations.Classical examples

of systems that utilize content base filtering method involve other personal web watcher, syskill, and webert, and so forth. Collaborative filtering

system recommends items that are preferred by other users of similar interest. Thus, the exploration of new items is confirmed as other similar user

profiles are considered. For example,Group Lens.Hybrid recommender systems consolidate numerous recommendationmodels to provide greater

performance than other strategies. Table 1 tabulates the precision of the proposed MSC approach with that of the existing approach at various

window sizes.

Table 1 and Figure 6 portray the comparison of the results attained by different methods in terms of precision under varying win-

dow sizes. From the table, under the window size of 1, it is evident that the MSC technique offers maximum precision value with 3.68%,

3.76%, and 5.82% under the recommendation thresholds 0.1, 0.5, and 1 respectively. Similarly, under the window size of 2, it is apparent that

the MSC technique obtains higher precision with 3.77%, 3.82%, and 6.97% under the recommendation thresholds 0.1, 0.5, and 1, respec-

tively when compared with content, collaborative filtering. Under the window size of 3, it is obvious that the MSC achieves 3.84%, 5%, and

4.44% more precision under the recommendation thresholds 0.1, 0.5, and 1, respectively is attained compared to content & collaborative

filtering.
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TAB L E 1 Precision ofMSCwith content & collaborative filtering at window size 1, 2, and 3

Window size= 1 Window size= 2 Window size= 3

Recommendation

threshold

@ support= 0.05 MSC

Content &

collaborative

filtering MSC

Content &

collaborative

filtering MSC

Content &

collaborative

filtering

0.1 0.52 0.50 0.54 0.52 0.53 0.51

0.2 0.57 0.55 0.60 0.58 0.56 0.54

0.3 0.66 0.62 0.70 0.67 0.72 0.69

0.4 0.73 0.71 0.75 0.71 0.74 0.72

0.5 0.76 0.71 0.80 0.77 0.82 0.78

0.6 0.77 0.71 0.81 0.78 0.87 0.84

0.7 0.81 0.78 0.84 0.79 0.90 0.85

0.8 0.85 0.81 0.85 0.81 0.92 0.85

0.9 0.86 0.81 0.89 0.83 0.92 0.88

1.0 0.90 0.82 0.89 0.83 0.92 0.88

F I GURE 6 Precision analysis under varying window sizes (A) window size= 1 (B) window size= 2 (C) window size= 3
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